Kenner, LA. – Kenner and the rest of southeastern Louisiana is under a tornado watch until 10 p.m. tonight as a strong cold front moves through the area, according to the National Weather Service.

Jefferson Parish is one of 22 parishes in Louisiana affected by the tornado watch, which also covers all of southern Mississippi.

A strong line of storms was nearing Baton Rouge as of 3 p.m., bringing an 80 percent chance of rain and thunderstorms in Kenner later this afternoon and tonight, according to forecasters. The rain is expected to end by daybreak Tuesday or earlier.

The good news is the cold front will bring in much cooler, windy conditions. The lows overnight are expected to be near 60 degrees with highs on Tuesday only in the low to mid 70s. Winds are forecast to be near 15 mph much of the day.
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